
Access 3000 Compact Plus

Communication Solutions for a Wireless World...

Technical Specification

System Capacity

- 300 users

- 50 programmable teams with 300 members

- 100 pre-stored messages

Closing Contacts for Automatic Paging

- 5 on-board closing contacts

- Up to 192 closing contacts per system

- All contacts have a programmable message 

capability

Telephone System Access Connection

- Dial pulse signalling and DTMF

- Trunk and Extension Level Access

RS232 Interface

- TAP, MEP, MSP, AUSTCO and ESPA 4.4.4 
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Access 3000 Compact Plus Desktop Paging System
Wide Area & Cordless Messaging

The Wide Area Dial-out Module and Access Integrator completes the picture, delivering fast, effective messages

to on-site pagers, mobile phones, cordless phones and even wide area pagers, enabling you to deliver a

complete wireless messaging solution to your whole team in your place of work, in the field or across the world.

With Access 3000 Compact Plus you can be assured that the applications are endless, the integration is

complete, and its pick-and-mix philosophy allows you to tailor Access 3000 Compact Plus precisely to your

needs, today, tomorrow and in the future...

Transmitters

- Supports a range of transmitters to cater for 

different frequency and power requirements

Access 3000 System Module Capacity

- Up to 27 modules

Call Formats

- Multitone digital Mk7

- Mk6 

- POCSAG (CCIR No.1)

Optional Voltage

- 220 - 240V AC 50/60MHz

- 110 - 120V AC 50/60MHz
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As a Complete Desktop Solution

As a complete desktop paging solution Access 3000 Compact Plus is designed for fast, 

accurate paging and with its unique set of features, delivers performance you can rely 

on time and time again:

- User-friendly message prompts - guides you through the process of making a paging 

call or system administrative functions; making it easy to use, configure and install

- Fully integrated alphanumeric keyboard - allows you to send text, numeric or tone 

only messages to a single user or to your whole team; maximising responses

- Automatic call validation with message dispatch confirmation - page with confidence

ACCESS 3000 COMPACT - A CORPORATE WIRELESS MESSAGING SOLUTION

The true power of Access 3000 Compact Plus lies in its ability to expand, making 

it more than just a paging system.  So whenever you are ready to expand, so too 

is Access 3000 Compact Plus.  New modules can simply be added onto the serial 

port or the system bus - a local area network that can extend the capabilities of 

Access 3000 Compact Plus right across your organisation.

Contacts to read Up-grade from 5 to 192 Automated Paging Contacts

Access 3000 Compact Plus can be easily upgraded from 5 to 192 closing contacts

this gives you endless options for automated messaging, be it security, machine or

alarm monitoring.

Fast, Effective Messaging from the Desktop

Access 3000 Compact Plus enables anyone across your computer network

to text or page, by using Multitone’s Access 3000 Server, an exciting new

software package from Multitone with its easy to use PC or Web based

paging capability, bringing the wireless revolution to the desktop.  

Machine Monitoring & Mobile Telemetry

Safety at work is a key concern.  Equipment that may be prone

to malfunction or overheating requires constant monitoring.

Linking your paging system to multiple computer based control,

monitor and alarm systems, allows key personnel to receive

timely and appropriate alerts, enabling them to act quickly and

efficiently to emergency’s.

 

Access 3000 Compact Plus is a desktop paging system that is simple and

easy to use, yet with its powerful expansion options, it can be enhanced to

become a fully integrated wireless messaging solution, adding a totally new

dimension to the way you communicate.

Complete System Management

Using Access 3000 Server or Multitone's dedicated

Management Terminal, provides complete on-screen

management of Access 3000 Compact Plus.  Its

sophisticated call logging facility keeps records of all

paging calls so you can check complete call details,

giving total peace of mind.

- Easy to select pre-programmed messages - create a list of up to 100 frequently

sent messages, saving valuable time

- Speech messages - adds weight and importance to a paging call for that urgent 

or unique message

- Telephone coupling - connects to your PABX for voice prompted telephone to

pager messaging across a complete site

- Contact switch fitted to an alarm, fire security system or front door for 

fully automated paging. Calling a nominated user or team with a pre-fixed 

message; guarantees the precise response.

ACCESS 3000 COMPACT PLUS

To enable communication quickly with people who

are frequently on the move, and not always near a

phone or computer, the ideal solution is paging.  It

is a technology that has proven powerful, versatile

and highly cost effective.  
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